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MusicYes fees and payment conditions valid from 15th of January 2023:

Standard share profit scheme

75% paid back to Partners, 25% cut retained by MusicYes.

Additionally, for the Partners that meet the following 5 criteria:

1. YouTube's official channel is connected to the MusicYes CMS and monetized.
2. All the releases are uploaded in the MusicYes system and delivered to all the DSPs.
3. There are no reference overlaps, ownership conflicts, and no third-party claims or strikes on the

YouTube Channel.
4. The Partner does not have any pending payments to MusicYes such as advances or liabilities

towards MusicYes.
5. The Partner exclusively distributes the content trought MusicYes and registered direclty online.
6. Excluded Contractualized Rate Partners or Agency’s Partners

100 USD Waiver

MusicYes does not cut anything from the first 100 USD of revenue

Standard fee
From 100 to 5000 USD per month MusicYes cut and earns 25% of the revenue and pays back 75%
of the difference to the Partner.

Reduced fee
From the following 5000 to 15000 USD per month MusicYes cut and earns 15% of the revenue and
pays back 85% of the difference to the Partner.

Top Player Fee
From the following 15000 USD MusicYes cut and earns 10% of the revenue and pays back 90% of
the difference to the Partner.

Payment Methods and Terms

The Partners are paidMonthly, the reports generally are available at the end of the next month,
example the month of January will be reported around the 27th of February and paid on the first
week of the following month, example the month of January is paid on the first week of April.

The available method of payments are: Bank Transfer, Wise, Paypal. Some payments are not
available in certain countries depending on the countries restriction.


